Service Manual / Disassembly
You are welcome to open the bottom lid of the laptop to take pictures of mainboard and upgrade RAM and SSD. For
everything else, please follow our instructions. If you’re not sure how to proceed, please contact us.

Thermal Module Disassembly / CPU-Upgrade
Disassembling the heatpipes and changing the Desktop CPU is allowed, but you need to be very careful.
Please follow these instructions:






Remove Li-Ions Battery and Power Supply
Remove the RGB Light Bar cable
Remove 3 screws from the RGB Light Bar (left, middle, right)
Remove 2 fan cables from the mainboard (left, right)
Remove 15 screws, beginning from #15 down to #1 (marked in green)
o Not every screw is numbered in the chassis
o But every screw is marked in green in our picture
o Please make sure to use the proper screwdriver blade and apply sufficient pressure and torque
o Handle with care! Do not wear out the screws!







The thermal paste will cause the thermal module to be very sticky on the CPU and GPU
Use a long, soft plastic opening tool to gently hinge the thermal module away from the components
At the same time, gently pull on the black straps, away from the mainboard
Clean up all thermal paste on CPU, GPU and heatsinks, take beautiful pictures and upgrade your CPU
Re-apply fresh thermal paste on clean CPU and GPU before re-assembly.

Additional Safety Remarks:




When handling the thermal module, make sure to that the thermal pads (VRAM, MOSFETs etc.) do not come
in contact with dust.
Do not misplace or remove any thermal pads.
Do not drop anything into the CPU Socket. Do not bend any pins in the CPU socket
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SSD Upgrades
XMG ULTRA 17 has 4 m.2 SSD slots, 3 of which have PCIe/NVMe/RAID
support. They are right next to each other and covered by a coldplate.
Remove 3 screws to remove the coldplate from the SSDs.

Keyboard Disassembly / RAM Upgrade
XMG ULTRA 17 has 4 memory slots: 2 on the mainboard side, 2 below the keyboard. For the purpose of Dual Channel,
the memory channels are paired next to each other:



Use only 2 modules? Assemble the two paired slots on the mainboard side first
Want to use 4 modules? Add 2 additional modules below the keyboard

You do not need to remove the thermal module in order to remove the keyboard. Please follow these instructions:



Remove Li-Ions Battery and Power Supply
Remove 2 screws as marked on the picture. Both screws are engraved with a keyboard icon if you look closely.




Flip the laptop by 90°, open the LCD lid by 90° and let the laptop stand on the left or right side
Use a long tool (e.g. screwdriver) to push the keyboard out of the chassis
o The right hole in our picture is engraved on the chassis with the “push keyboard” icon. But we actually
recommend pushing through the left hole (marked in pink) – this will make the keyboard notches
come out easier
Do not rip the keyboard out of the laptop. It is still connected to various cables with the mainboard!
o Gently remove the keyboard from the notches and flip it forward.
o You do not need to remove every keyboard ribbon cable. Just make sure to flip it away to gain access
to the RAM slots
One RAM slot is covered by the RGB LED daughterboard. Remove 2 screws to get the small PCB out of the way,
so you can access the RAM slot
After inserting your RAM, attached the RGB LED daughterboard again and check the connection of every
ribbon cable.
When assembling the keyboard, attach the bottom notches first. The side and top notches can be pushed in
after assembly, but the bottom notches must sit tight before you start attaching screws.
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